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Soreya Lang has never met a male telepath before, let alone one who is willing to die for her on an
interplanetary mission gone wrong. Risking everything, she acts on her instant telepathic and
physical connection with Esca and encounters a level of psychic power she never knew
existed.Esca canâ€™t believe heâ€™s finally met the female who will complete his sexual and
telepathic triad. He promises himself that if they survive, heâ€™ll take her back home, introduce her
to his enigmatic First Male, Ash and pray that biology will do the rest.But nothing is ever that simple,
and Soreya, Esca and Ash will have to find their own way through the ties of family and traditions to
experience the full telepathic wonder of the power of threeâ€¦Warning: This book contains m/m/f
sexual situations.
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I really enjoyed this book, but I felt the short length was a huge disservice and prevented it from its
potential. The ending is extremely abrupt and sets a poor aftertaste when finishing the story. Good
writer, too light on details, too fast pacing, and bad ending

Pearce writes a sexy romance between three unusual characters. Esca is the most sexy alpha and
likable character. Ash is more reticent and harder to get to know. Esca is surprised when he get
matched with an alpha male who is his leader, especially when he is an alpha male himself. It was
fascinating reading about the world they lived in, the expectations of their planets and just what
happens when a sexy female is introduced into the mix.Pearce never disappoints.

I'm a long-time Kate Pearce fan and actually read Viking Unbound (Triad Series Book 3) first and
HAD to go back to the beginning of the series. The characters are great. Ash is the ever-patient and
controlled politician. Esca is the battle-toughened soldier with a strong sense of honor and duty.
Soreya hides her pain beneath a resigned facade. When the three come together, everything and
anything becomes possible and molds are broken.

I'm a fan of Pearce's writing... she can take a simply story & make you feel like you're part of it.
She's a pro @ making sex hot & erotic & not pornographic. The beginning of this story shows how
someone might react to not getting the "expected" news he was anticipating & then off stage Pearce
let's you know alot of time has past before feelings have gradually shifted. The development of both
the H warrior & H diplomat were believable & super hot. The h tugged @ my heart strings but
showed her spirit & courage of acceptance.I enjoyed both the story & the heat, my one criticism was
there was no epilogue to tie up atleast some of the loose ends.... an omission many authors seem
to make.If you like heat, sci-fi, menages & loyalty.... this a gold mine for you.

I picked this up as a recommendation and I wasn't disappointed. The M/M isn't something I usually
read but the story line was good and the sex scenes were done tastefully. There is a F introduced
into the story so it turns into a MÃ©nage. I like the futuristic/telepathically connection part of it rather
then it being a normal now time story. I'll definitely pick up some of her other books.

This is the first in the series of two. I bought this on whim as I have never bought paranormal
romance before the two of these. What a great surprise. I am so happy that I did. This is not at all
what you would expect and it is beyond sexy. The interaction of these three is phenonenal. You will
not be able to put it down. I must warn you, this is VERY explicit sex with 2 males and a female and
if you are not into that then, this is not for you. But if you are brave and want something very
different yet incredibly stimulating try this one and the matching one in the series. You will not be
sorry. I loved them both and will read them again.

The Power of Three, Triad Series Book 1. Loved it! A fun, fast, and steamy sifi story. Contains MM
and MMF menage sex.Set in a universe of loose planetary alliances. A race of teltpaths are working
with a race of people who consider telepaths as undesirable and disposeable. Major Esca leades a
special forces team of telepaths. He is leading a joint mission and a female telepath, not of his
people, is left behind.Private Soreya Lang has never met an adult malel telepath , as is drawn to
Major Esca. Major Esca thinks Soreya is his other mate. His people mate in triad bonds or any
gender form. Major Esca is second male and is already mated to Senator Ash. Esca has Ash pull
som strings to get Soreya assigned to their world. Now it's up to the two men to convince Soreya
that she belongs to them.

I liked this one. It's maybe a 3.5. It was just a little strange even for me. And I like sci fi romances
and sometimes straight sci fi.I really like Soreya and Esca. They were amazing. Both were strong
characters. Both were from the army and great fighters.Ash is just - strange. I didn't like him. I was
amazed Soreya or Esca tolerated him. However, they tolerate him. He is even the "first" male or the
boss of the three. But he is the "weakest" character. When Soreya comes into the picture he avoids
her. Then all the sudden they are hopping into bed.So here it is - I loved the first part of the book. It
was well worth reading. The end of the book was not so good.
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